The Holy See

MESSAGE OF POPE FRANCIS
TO THE ITALIAN CATHOLIC FEDERATION OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS (FUCI)

Dear Young People of the FUCI!
I was pleased to learn that your Federation is preparing to celebrate an Extraordinary National
Congress in Arezzo in order to rediscover the prophetic figure of my venerated Predecessor, Pope
Paul VI, who was your Central Ecclesiastical Assistant from 1925 to 1933, and whom I will have
the joy of proclaiming Blessed on 19 October 2014. In addressing my affectionate greeting to the
participants and to all members, I would like to assure you of my spiritual closeness. I shall
accompany the work that you will be doing with three words that can help you in your commitment.
1. The first word that I give you is studium. The essential of university life lies in studying, in the
effort and patience of thinking which reveals man’s tension toward truth, good, beauty. Be aware
that by studying you receive a fertile opportunity to recognize and give voice to the loftiest
aspirations harboured in your heart, the opportunity to develop them.
To study serves to support a specific vocation. For this reason, university life is dynamism directed
and characterized by research and by fraternal sharing. Make the most of this opportune time and
study hard and consistently, always open to others. Do not be content with partial truths or
reassuring illusions, but through study embrace an ever fuller understanding of reality. In order to
do this it is necessary to listen with humility and to gaze with foresight. Studying is not taking
possession of reality in order to manipulate it, but allowing it to speak to us and to reveal
something to us, very often even about ourselves; and reality does not allow itself to be
understood without the willingness to refine one’s perspective, to look at it with new eyes. Thus,
study with courage and with hope. Only in this way can the university become a place of careful
and attentive discernment, an observatory on the world and on the issues that most profoundly
question man. Perseverance in work and faithfulness to things may bring much fruit. Study and
keeping watch, form the true quantum leap that happens at university, which causes us to develop
a unified character and causes us to become adults in intellectual life as in spiritual life. Studying
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becomes extraordinary interior labour and most of all an experience of grace: “pray as if
everything depended on God, act as if everything depended on us”, St Ignatius of Loyola said. We
must do our best and make ourselves welcoming, receptive to a truth which is not ours, which is
always given to us in free measure.
2. The second word that I give you is research. Let your method of study be research, dialogue
and comparison. May the FUCI always experience the humility of research, that attitude of silent
welcoming of the unknown, of the stranger, of the other and demonstrate one’s openness and
willingness to walk with all those who are driven by a restless tension toward the Truth, believers
and non believers, foreigners and the marginalized. Research constantly interrogates itself, it
becomes an encounter with mystery and is open to faith: research makes possible the encounter
of faith, reason and science, it allows a harmonious dialogue among them, a fruitful exchange that,
in awareness and acceptance of the limits of human understanding allows scientific research to be
conducted in freedom of conscience. Through this method of research it is possible to reach an
ambitious goal: to heal the rift between the Gospel and modernity through the approach of cultural
mediation, an itinerant mediation which, without denying cultural differences, indeed by valuing
them, becomes the horizon of positive planning. May research teach you to be capable of planning
and investment, even if it requires effort and patience. It is in the long run that one reaps the
harvest of the seeds sown with research!
This task is entrusted today in particular to young university students because they are called to
take up a cultural challenge: the culture of our time hungers for the proclamation of the Gospel, it
needs to be reanimated by strong and steadfast testimony. In facing the risks of superficiality, of
briskness, of relativism, one might forget the commitment to thought and formation, of a critical
mind and of presence that has been entrusted to man, to man alone, and which is inscribed in his
dignity as a person. Remember the words of Montini: “It is the idea that guides man, that
generates man’s strength. A man without an idea is a man without character”. May you know how
to approach the primacy of the realty with the power of the ideas that you will investigate. To take
up this challenge with the creativity of the free and liberal youth devotion to academic study, this is
your task!
3. The third word is frontier. The university is a frontier which awaits you, a periphery in which to
welcome and attend to man’s existential poverty. Poverty in relationships, in human growth, tend
to fill heads without creating a shared community plan, a common goal, an honest brotherhood.
Take care to always go to meet others, to catch the “scent” of today’s man, until permeation with
their joys and hopes, their sorrows and anguish. Never set up barriers which, in seeking to defend
the border, prevent the encounter with the Lord. In studying and in the forms of digital
communication your friends sometimes experience loneliness, a lack of hope and faith in their own
abilities: bring hope and always show your work to others, always be open to sharing, to dialogue.
Especially in today’s culture we need to place ourselves at everyone’s side. You can overcome
conflict between peoples, only if you manage to nurture a culture of encounter and of fraternity. I
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exhort you to continue to bring the Gospel into the University and culture into the Church!
This task is entrusted especially to you, young people: may you always keep your eyes fixed on
the future. May you be fertile ground on the journey with humanity, may you be renewal in culture,
in society and in the Church. This takes courage, humility and listening in order to express
renewal. I entrust you to Blessed Paul VI, that he, in communion with the Saints, may encourage
you on your journey and, while I ask you to pray for me, from my heart I bless you together with
your Assistants, families and friends.

From the Vatican, 14 October 2014
FRANCIS
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